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Lung hyperpermeability and asthma prevalence in schoolchildren: unexpected associations with the attendance at indoor chlorinated swimming pools

A Bernard, S Carbonnelle, O Michel, S Higuet, C de Burbure, J-P Buchet, C Hermans, X Dumont, I Doyle

Aims: To study whether exposure to nitrogen trichloride in indoor chlorinated pools may affect the respiratory epithelium of children and increase the risk of some lung diseases such as asthma.

Methods: In 226 healthy children, serum surfactant associated proteins A and B (SP-A and SP-B), 16 kDa Clara cell protein (CC16), and IgE were measured. Lung specific proteins were measured in the serum of 16 children and 13 adults before and after exposure to NCl3, in an indoor chlorinated pool. Relations between pool attendance and asthma prevalence were studied in 1881 children. Asthma was screened with the exercise induced bronchoconstriction test (EIB).

Results: Pool attendance was the most consistent predictor of lung epithelium permeability. A positive dose-effect relation was found with cumulated pool attendance and serum SP-A and SP-B. Serum IgE was unrelated to pool attendance, but correlated positively with lung hyperpermeability as assessed by serum SP-B. Changes in serum levels of lung proteins were reproduced in children and adults attending an indoor pool. Serum SP-A and SP-B were already significantly increased after one hour on the pool side without swimming. Positive EIB and total asthma prevalence were significantly correlated with cumulated pool attendance indices.

Conclusions: Regular attendance at chlorinated pools by young children is associated with an exposure dependent increase in lung epithelium permeability and increase in the risk of developing asthma, especially in association with other risk factors. We therefore postulate that the increasing exposure of children to chlorination products in indoor pools might be an important cause of the rising incidence of childhood asthma and allergic diseases in industrialised countries. Further epidemiological studies should be undertaken to test this hypothesis.

For several decades, chlorination has been used to destroy microbiological pathogens and organic matter in swimming pools. The most commonly used product is sodium or calcium hypochlorite, but other chlorine compounds such as dichloroisocyanurate or chlorine gas are sometimes used. In water, all these compounds release hypochlorous acid, a powerful oxidant which is the active biocide. When reacting with organic matter brought by swimmers (for example, urine, sweat), hypochlorous acid generates a complex mixture of potentially harmful disinfection byproducts including trihalomethanes, trihaloacetic acids, and chloramines. These compounds are actively inhaled by swimmers, either as gases or in the form of aerosols, depending on their volatility and water solubility. Of these byproducts, the most volatile and also most concentrated in the air of indoor pools is nitrogen trichloride (NCl3). NCl3 is a powerful irritant, probably responsible for the eye and upper respiratory tract irritation felt by lifeguards and other pool attenders. In rodents, this gas has the same irritating potency as chlorine or formaldehyde, and causes fatal lung oedema at high doses. NCl3 is also responsible for the acute lung injury in accidental exposures to chlorine based disinfectants and cleaning agents.

While the acute respiratory toxicity of chlorination products has been known for a long time, information concerning the potential risks of chronic exposure to these irritants in indoor pools is very scarce, being limited to one study on lifeguards. This study did not find a relation between NCl3 exposure, indices of lung function, and bronchial hyperreactivity, but because of a selection bias, the authors did not exclude the possibility of chronic effects. Furthermore, these observations cannot be extrapolated to swimmers actively inhaling air at the surface of the water.

Although swimming pools are attended by millions of people worldwide, apparently no epidemiological study has so far been carried out to ascertain whether in certain conditions chlorine disinfectants and their byproducts can represent a health hazard for recreational swimmers and especially for young children who are the most frequent attendees of these establishments. The belief that the swimming pool environment is safe is so deeply rooted in our minds that it is regarded as a healthy practice to send schoolchildren swimming as frequently as possible—much more than necessary for swimming training—even from the youngest age. This lack of concern is also reflected in the existing regulations, which in most countries, including the USA, are focused on the microbiological quality of pool water, largely ignoring the air quality.

Recently, our group has developed a new, non-invasive approach, allowing the detection of subclinical changes of the respiratory epithelium caused by air pollutants and other insults. This approach, referred to as pneumoproteinaemia, is based on the determination in serum of lung specific proteins, reflecting the permeability or the cellular integrity of the lung epithelial barrier. So far, three proteins have been validated...
as non-invasive tests of lung epithelial damage: the antioxidant 16 kDa Clara cell protein (CC16) and the alveolar surfactant associated proteins A and B (SP-A and SP-B). These proteins have been validated as blood markers of lung epithelial hyperpermability in a variety of acute or chronic lung disorders. Because of their sensitivity and non-invasiveness, these tests can also be used to determine effects of air pollutants on the pulmonary epithelium that are undetected by usual tests. Serum CC16 can also serve as a marker of chronic Clara cell injury caused by tobacco smoke or other lung irritants.

By applying these new tests in an epidemiological study planned to assess the chronic effects of urban air pollutants on the respiratory tract of children, we unexpectedly found that regular attendance of an indoor chlorinated pool. Pursuing our investigations, we found that these effects were most likely caused by repeated exposure to NCl3 and that regular chlorinated pool attendance was strongly associated with an increased risk of developing asthma.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Study of chronic effects on the lung epithelium**

The protocol of the study was approved by the ethical committee of the Faculty of Medicine, Catholic University of Louvain. Children were recruited from seven primary schools with a kindergarten, two located in an urban area (Brussels) and five in a rural area (Ardenne). Both for blood sampling and to avoid possible functional changes associated with puberty, only children of the fourth and fifth grades of primary school were invited to participate. They were examined after their parents had given written informed consent and completed a self administered questionnaire inquiring about recurrent respiratory symptoms (during the past 12 months) and environmental and lifestyle factors likely to affect the lung epithelium.

Of a total of 440 families contacted, 255 (58%) agreed for their child to take part in the study and provide a blood sample. The response rates in the two Brussels schools (41% and 43%) were lower than in the five schools in the rural area (67%, 78%, 83%, 89%, and 100%), most likely as a result of the socio-economic and cultural differences between the populations living in Brussels downtown or in rural areas in the south of Belgium. However, no statistically significant difference was found between responders and non-responders in the lifestyle or environmental factors likely to affect the respiratory tract (body mass index (BMI); exposure to pets, to mould, or to gas stove emissions; housing density; sporting activity, including swimming; house with double-glazed windows). The only difference found between responders and non-responders concerned the exposure to environmental tobacco smoke (ETS), which was more frequent in responders (50.4% vs 29.4%, p = 0.044).

Blood samples were obtained from 235 children, of whom nine were identified by the questionnaire as being treated for asthma. Since these children might present lung epithelium changes secondary to inflammatory reactions associated with asthma, we decided to exclude them in order to better assess the effects of air pollution, even though inclusion of these nine subjects did not alter the results. The final population thus consisted of 226 children, 79 recruited from two primary schools in Brussels and 147 from five primary schools in the Ardenne.

Information on school pool attendance was provided by school directors. In the seven schools, pool attendance was compulsory, children being exempted only on the basis of a medical certificate. In Brussels, all children attended a swimming pool fortnightly, from the age of 6 in one school and from the age of 8 in the other. In the rural area, pool attendance was more variable as children from one school were unable to attend a school pool, while others attended the school pool weekly from the age of 2.5 or 6 years onwards. The five swimming pools used sodium hypochlorite to sanitise the water. The concentrations of active chlorine in water (hypochlorite/hypochlorous acid) were within recommended limits in Belgium (0.5–1.5 mg/L). Children were examined in March and April to avoid acute effects of ambient ozone on the lung epithelium.

As they were examined during school time, children absent for respiratory infections were excluded. Height and body weight were recorded; after application of an anaesthetic cream (Emla, Astra-Zeneca, Sweden), 7.5 ml of venous blood were withdrawn.

**Study of acute effects on the lung epithelium**

The protocol of the study was also approved by the ethical committee of the Faculty of Medicine, Catholic University of Louvain. The experiment was carried out in a public chlorinated indoor pool on 16 children aged 5–14 years (mean 9.6 years) and 13 adults aged 26–47 years (mean 36.9 years). All volunteers were healthy subjects recruited among the University of Louvain staff and their families or relatives. Subjects participated in the study after having given a written informed consent. For children, written approval was obtained from their parents, most of whom also volunteered for the study. The concentration of NCl3 was measured at 1.5 m as described by Hery and colleagues. Children were allowed to have free activities—playing for the youngest and swimming for the oldest. Adults were asked to stay on the pool side for one hour without swimming, then to swim freely during the second hour (swimming time was 15–45 minutes, depending on the subject). Blood samples (7.5 ml) were taken from all subjects, the first before entering the pool (one missing sample in adults), then after two hours attendance for children and after one and two hour attendance for adults (one missing sample in adults at 2 hours).

**Study of the relations between childhood asthma and pool attendance**

The associations between asthma prevalences and indoor pool attendance were studied by retrospectively analysing the data from an asthma survey conducted in Brussels between 1996 and 1999. This survey, carried out prior to the two preceding studies, was primarily intended to evaluate the asthma prevalence in a large population of schoolchildren in Brussels. The protocol of this study was approved by the ethical committee of the St Pierre University Hospital. Children were examined after their parents had given written informed consent. A total of 1881 children aged 7–14 years were recruited from 15 primary schools in Brussels, all including a kindergarten section. The participation rate was higher than 98% in all schools. Examinations took place between 1996 and 1999.

Data on health status, respiratory symptoms, and environmental or lifestyle variables (socioeconomic status based on parental education, exposure to pets, to ETS, etc) were obtained by a self administered questionnaire filled in by the parents. Asthma was screened using the exercise induced bronchoconstriction test (EIB), consisting of measurement of the fall of peak expiratory flow (PEF) after a six minute runabout with submaximal effort (heart rate >190 beats/min). Heart rate was monitored continuously with a Polar Electro OY (Finland). The test was performed indoors to avoid confounding by weather conditions. PEF was measured using the Mini-Wright spirometer of Clement Clarke Ltd (UK). At least five measurements were taken before the exercise and three measurements 5 and 10 minutes after the exercise, until a minimum of two values differing by less than 5% were obtained. At each time we used the highest value. A reduction of the PEF of 10% or more (PEF10) at 5 or 10 minutes post-exercise was considered a significant EIB. Total asthma prevalence was then calculated as the prevalence of children...
Determination of lung specific proteins
Clara cell protein was determined by a latex immunoassay. Serum IgE and lung specific proteins in serum were normalised by stepwise multiple regression analysis by testing the following independent variables: age, gender (0: boy; 1: girl), BMI, ethnic origin (0: white; 1: non-white), area of residence (0: rural; 1: urban), housing density (persons/room), swimming pool attendance (hours/week × years of school swimming), ETS, presence of mould on the walls of the sleeping room, house with double-glazed windows, gas stove, and sporting activity other than swimming (scored 0 for the absence and 1 for the presence).

Variables age and BMI were centred, and to diagnose collinearity between independent variables staying in the model, eigenvalues and condition numbers were calculated: none indicated the existence of collinearity problems according to the Belsley et al. rule. Independent variables were entered in the model at p = 0.25 and kept in the model at p = 0.10. After adjustment for covariates, a dose-effect analysis was performed by dividing the children in quartiles of increasing pool attendance. Differences between quartiles were assessed by analysis of variance (ANOVA) followed by Dunet's multiple comparison test. Adjustment was made on the absence of the confounder or of the mean value of the parameter for the whole group. Associations between proteins in serum (IgE and lung specific proteins) were assessed by calculating Pearson's correlation coefficient. Acute effects of indoor pool chlorination products on lung proteins and cystatin C in serum were assessed by Wilcoxon's test.

In the asthma survey, Pearson's correlation coefficients were calculated to assess associations between asthma indicators and possible asthma determinants including age, sex, ethnic origin (white/non-white), socioeconomic status, exposure to pets or ETS, and cumulated attendance of the school pool. These variables were grouped by school using the prevalences and mean values observed in the 15 different schools. Cumulated pool attendance was estimated by multiplying the time spent in pool water (20 to 30 minutes) by the weekly frequency of attendance (1: weekly; 0.5: fortnightly; and 0.25, monthly) and the number of years of attending the school pool. To detect possible age related differences in the susceptibility and/or exposure of children to chlorination products, we calculated indices of cumulated pool attendance over increasing periods extending from kindergarten (children 5–6 years old) until the last grade of primary school attained prior to the study. Adjustment for a pool hall height of 10 m was done by dividing the cumulated attendance indices by the pool hall height, then multiplying the indices by 10. These indices were multiplied by the proportion of children exposed to pets and again by the proportion of children exposed to ETS in order to evaluate the combined influence of these factors. The probability of developing asthma or of being positive in the EIB test (PEF10 or PEF15) as a function of pool attendance was calculated by logistic regression analysis, in which level of statistical significance was set at p = 0.05. With the exception of the latter test, we give p values when below 0.1. Results are presented as geometric mean (range) or arithmetic mean (SD).

### RESULTS

#### Chronic effects on lung epithelium

The study population included 226 children (116 boys and 110 girls), with a mean age of 10.0 years (table 1). Cumulated school pool attendance varied from 0.55 or less to 6.42 hours/week × years. This almost tenfold variation was the result of differences in both the time spent in the pool water (30 to 60 minutes) and the grade when children started to regularly attend the school pool. Mean concentrations of lung specific proteins in the serum of children were as follows: CC16, 7.08 µg/l (110–683, n = 224); SP-B, 2016 µg/l (2.35–18.7, n = 224); SP-A, 310 µg/l (110–4360, n = 226) and SP-A, 310 µg/l (110–683, n = 224). Serum IgE averaged 62.2 UI/l (0.9–1980, n = 220).

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>Partial r²</th>
<th>Regression coefficient</th>
<th>p value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>0.119</td>
<td>0.063</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>0.178</td>
<td>0.0032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnic origin</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td>-0.073</td>
<td>0.0035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area of residence</td>
<td>0.032</td>
<td>-0.115</td>
<td>0.0049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Housing density</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>-0.047</td>
<td>0.021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pool hall height</td>
<td>0.241</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>0.059</td>
<td>0.029</td>
<td>0.0004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td>0.043</td>
<td>0.0063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnic origin</td>
<td>0.026</td>
<td>0.056</td>
<td>0.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area of residence</td>
<td>0.118</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Housing density</td>
<td>0.052</td>
<td>-0.079</td>
<td>0.0009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pool hall height</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>-0.060</td>
<td>0.050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>0.061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI</td>
<td>0.085</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnic origin</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>-0.160</td>
<td>0.047</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2

Factors influencing the serum concentrations of lung specific proteins and IgE in children

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>Partial r²</th>
<th>Regression coefficient</th>
<th>p value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Surfactant associated protein B [µg/l]</td>
<td>0.119</td>
<td>0.063</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swimming pool attendance</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>0.178</td>
<td>0.0032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Housing density</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td>-0.073</td>
<td>0.0035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnic origin</td>
<td>0.032</td>
<td>-0.115</td>
<td>0.0049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pool hall height</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>-0.047</td>
<td>0.021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>0.059</td>
<td>0.029</td>
<td>0.0004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td>0.043</td>
<td>0.0063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnic origin</td>
<td>0.026</td>
<td>0.056</td>
<td>0.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pool hall height</td>
<td>0.118</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surfactant associated protein A [µg/l]</td>
<td>0.052</td>
<td>-0.079</td>
<td>0.0009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swimming pool attendance</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>-0.060</td>
<td>0.050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Housing density</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>0.061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnic origin</td>
<td>0.085</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pool hall height</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>-0.160</td>
<td>0.047</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Determinants of the concentrations of IgE and lung proteins in serum identified by multiple regression analysis are shown in table 2. Of the 12 independent variables tested, nine emerged as statistically significant predictors. Both serum SP-B and IgE were lower in girls than boys, SP-A increased with age, and CC16 was lower in non-white children. Some variables associated with air quality predicted serum SP-B (increasing with housing density and decreasing with presence of mould on bedroom walls), serum SP-A (higher in urban area), and serum CC16 (lower in poorly ventilated houses with double-glazed windows). Regular sporting activity other than swimming was associated with lower serum SP-B.

The independent variable most consistently influencing the concentrations of the three lung proteins in the serum of children was the cumulated attendance at the school pool. These associations were systematically positive, showing that regular pool attendance increases the permeability of the lung epithelial barrier to these proteins. They persisted when children living in Brussels (n = 79) and in the rural area (n = 147) were analysed separately (p < 0.01, results not shown). The association was remarkably strong with SP-B since pool attendance explained 11.9% of the variance of this lung protein in serum, a contribution alone equivalent to that of all other determinants. Even though pool attendance contributed less to the variances of serum SP-A and CC16, the influence of pool attendance on these lung markers remained predominant compared to that of other sources of air pollution, such as ETS or gas stoves, which did not emerge as significant predictors of lung epithelium permeability.

In order to examine dose-effect relations, we classified the children in quartiles of increasing pool attendance and after adjustment for other covariates, we compared the mean values of lung proteins in serum by ANOVA. The concentrations of serum SP-B and SP-A showed an almost continuous exposure trend, with significant rises over the first quartile occurring from the second quartile (SP-B) and third quartile (SP-A)
This dose dependency was apparent not only in the mean values of these proteins, but also in the prevalence of increased values which, above a certain level (for example, SP-B > 4 mg/l and SP-A > 0.5 mg/l), were all found in the children with the highest pool attendance frequencies (third and fourth quartiles). No clear dose-effect relation was found for serum CC16 (ANOVA, p = 0.07). The concentration of serum CC16 was significantly decreased in the children with the highest pool attendance frequencies (third and fourth quartiles) compared to the first; the protein then increased significantly in a dose-dependent manner in the third and fourth quartiles compared to the second (results not shown).

The concentrations of SP-A and SP-B in serum were significantly correlated ($r = 0.406$, $p = 0.0001$), but these surfactant proteins were not correlated with serum CC16. Serum levels of pneumoproteins were also not different between children without respiratory symptoms and those reporting recurrent respiratory symptoms during the past 12 months (prevalence of recurrent symptoms during the past 12 months: night cough, 25.7%; wheezing, 18.1%; shortness of breath, 20.8%; phlegm, 7.5%; chest tightness, 14.1%). Serum IgE was not significantly correlated with serum SP-A ($r = 0.103$, $p = 0.13$), but positively correlated with serum SP-B and negatively with serum CC16. Serum levels of pneumoproteins were also not different between children with and without respiratory symptoms.

The increase in the concentration of IgE in serum was unaffected by pool attendance (results not shown); as in the chronic study serum IgE was negatively correlated with serum CC16 ($r = -0.44$, $p = 0.018$) and positively with the lung epithelium permeability as assessed by serum SP-B ($r = 0.36$, $p = 0.062$) or the serum SP-B/CC16 ratio ($r = 0.53$, $p = 0.0035$) (correlations calculated with pre-exposure values, $n = 29$).

**Relation between pool attendance and asthma prevalence**

Table 3 shows the characteristics of the children examined in the 15 primary schools and their pool attendance. The indoor chlorinated pool (fig 3). The mean concentration of NCl during the experiment was 0.490 mg/m$^3$. Most volunteers were regular swimmers, explaining why some of them had already increased values of surfactant associated proteins in serum before exposure (the two highest values of SP-B were found in two children who were regular swimmers since they were babies). Exposure to chlorination byproducts in the pool caused changes in the serum concentrations of lung proteins which were almost identical to those found in the chronic study. The concentrations of SP-A and SP-B and the SP-B/CC16 ratio in serum increased significantly in both children and adults. In the latter, the increases were already statistically significant after a one-hour exposure without swimming, thus excluding a confounding by exercise. In children, as in the chronic study, serum CC16 did not show a consistent exposure-response relation, decreasing or increasing depending on the subject. In adults, by contrast, the response of serum CC16 was clearly biphasic, with a significant decrease after one hour and a reversal towards normal one hour later.

The concentration of IgE in serum was unaffected by pool attendance (results not shown); as in the chronic study serum IgE was negatively correlated with serum CC16 ($r = -0.44$, $p = 0.018$) and positively with the lung epithelium permeability as assessed by serum SP-B ($r = 0.36$, $p = 0.062$) or the serum SP-B/CC16 ratio ($r = 0.53$, $p = 0.0035$) (correlations calculated with pre-exposure values, $n = 29$).
prevalence of children with EIB showed a very large variation between schools, from 2% to 26% (mean 8.9%) for PEF10 and from 0% to 7.95% (mean 4.42%) for PEF15. Total asthma prevalence varied between 5.5% and 30.5% (mean 14.2%). Prevalences of respiratory symptoms, and in particular of wheezing (mean 15.5%, range 3.6–29.9%) were not correlated with the prevalences of EIB or of total asthma, or with predictors listed in Table 3 (results not shown). No statistically significant correlation was found between the prevalences of EIB and total asthma and age, sex, the proportion of children exposed to pets or ETS, the proportion of whites/non-whites, or the socioeconomic status (all p values were above 0.3).

The only variable to be significantly correlated with these asthma indicators was the cumulated pool attendance. Confounding by age is excluded since pool attendance cumulated over any period of time showed no correlation with age (p-values were above 0.3). As illustrated in Figure 4, when pool attendance indices were unadjusted for the height of pool hall, associations with total asthma prevalence were statistically significant at p levels below 0.05 for the pool attendance cumulated from the kindergarten until the first grade of primary school and at p levels below 0.1 for pool attendance cumulated during kindergarten and until later grades. Adjustment for the height of the pool hall used as surrogate estimate of the pool air quality increased the strength of these associations which were all significant with p levels below 0.05. More remarkably, associations between asthma prevalence and pool attendance cumulated over any period of time were substantially strengthened, with p levels falling below 0.01, when the pool attendance indices were successively adjusted for exposure to pets and ETS.

For all these pool attendance indices, associations between asthma prevalence and pool attendance were strongest when the children were the youngest and presumably thus the most exposed to chlorination products. Figure 5 illustrates the correlations between total asthma and the pool attendance indices calculated during kindergarten and 1st grade of primary school. Similar patterns of statistically significant associations were observed with the prevalences of PEF10 and PEF15. The correlations between PEF10 prevalence and pool attendance also peaked when attendance was cumulated during the two first grades, with r increasing from 0.31 (p = 0.03) to 0.46 (p = 0.004), 0.64 (p = 0.0003), and 0.707 (p = 0.0001) after successive adjustment for pool hall height, exposure to pets, and exposure to ETS, respectively.

The correlations between prevalence of PEF15 and pool attendance were also the strongest with attendance cumulated during kindergarten and the first grade of primary schools (r² = 0.358, p = 0.018) and showed a similar pattern of increase after adjustment for the height of pool hall (r² = 0.42, p = 0.031) and exposure to pets (r² = 0.44, p = 0.0066). Correlations with PEF15 were however not strengthened by the adjustment for ETS exposure (r² = 0.37, 0.401).
p = 0.016). The probability of developing asthma, or of being positive in the EIB test (PEF10 or PEF15) as a function of pool attendance was assessed by logistic regression analysis. Figure 6 illustrates the modelling of data and the odds ratio when these three asthma indicators were best associated with cumulated pool attendance—that is, during kindergarten and 1st grade of primary school (total asthma), and during kindergarten only (PEF10 and PEF15), respectively.

DISCUSSION

This study is the first to report evidence that exposure to chlorination products in indoor swimming pools may cause adverse effects on the lung epithelium of recreational swimmers. Toxic effects on the lung epithelium were detected by measuring the intravascular leakage of three lung specific proteins secreted in distal airspaces: CC16 secreted by Clara cells in airways and the surfactant associated proteins A and B secreted mainly by type 2 pneumocytes in alveolar spaces. In the chronic study, the increase in serum SP-A and SP-B was remarkably dose dependent, whereas the rise in serum CC16 was less so, probably because the serum level of this protein has a double meaning, reflecting the epithelial permeability as well as the integrity of Clara cells. It is thus possible that the increased intravascular leakage of this protein caused by exposure to chlorination products is partly masked by a concomitant chronic damage to Clara cells as this occurs in smokers.11 It is noteworthy that the increase of serum SP-B in children with the highest pool attendance (4th quartile in fig 1) is about of the same magnitude as that which we recently observed in current smokers, indicating that these changes are far from being negligible. In smokers, the increase of serum SP-B was also remarkably dose dependent, with a very significant correlation with the smoking history expressed in pack-years.23 Relations between serum pneumoproteins and pool attendance remained statistically significant when the data from the children living in the urban or rural areas were examined separately. For SP-B, the positive association with pool attendance was further strengthened when extracurricular pool attendance was added to the model (total variance explained by pool attendance increasing to 13% for SP-B). However, because this private attendance was not quantified by the questionnaire, we did not include these data in the final analysis. Our findings were not abrogated by other sporting activity, which was only significant with regard to swimming pool attendance.

All these findings were reproduced during short term exposure of children and adults in an indoor chlorinated pool.
pool. The pattern of changes was almost identical to that found in the chronic study with an exposure dependent increase of serum SP-A and SP-B and an equivocal response of CC16. Confounding by exercise was excluded, since in adults these changes were already statistically significant after one hour exposure without swimming. The hypothesis of an exercise induced altered renal clearance of the small sized lung proteins such as CC16 or SP-B is also refuted by the lack of change in serum cystatin C. The acute increase of lung epithelium permeability induced by NCl3, was evidenced when using SP-A and SP-B as markers. Since these two proteins are mainly produced by the alveolar epithelium, in contrast to CC16 which is secreted exclusively in airways, this suggests that, at least at levels in indoor pools, NCl3 causes short term permeability changes, preferentially affecting the deep lung. These results are fully consistent with the physical properties of this gas which, because of its very low solubility in water, is not retained by the upper respiratory tract and thus carried over in the deep lung where it may exert its toxicity. Of note also, in both the chronic and the acute study, the increase of serum SP-B was more pronounced than that of SP-A. This higher sensitivity of SP-B compared to SP-A, also can be explained by the smaller size of SP-B and its hydrophobic nature, two features facilitating its leakage across the disrupted lung epithelial barrier.

Although new, our findings are not really surprising when one considers the concentrations and toxicity of chlorination products in an indoor pool. Swimmers are mainly exposed to chlorine compounds when actively inhaling air just above the water’s surface. The chemical composition of this air is extremely complex and depends on a number of physicochemical variables related to the chlorine dosing, bathing load, mode of swimming, air temperature, water turbulence, and ventilation of the hall. The most powerful and concentrated oxidants in this mixture are NCl3, in the gaseous phase and hypochlorous acid and the mono- and dichloramines in aerosols. In public pools, the concentrations of hypochlorous acid and chloramines in water usually vary between 0.2 and 1.5 mg/L. Concentrations of NCl3 in air sampled 1.5 m above water surface fluctuate greatly with pool occupancy, ventilation, and bather’s hygiene. NCl3 levels in public pools are typically in the range 0.1–1 mg/m³ in air sampled 1.5 m above water’s surface. Similar values (0.14–0.8 mg/m³) were found in eight public pools in Brussels which were monitored to select a pool for the experiments on volunteers. Hypochlorous acid and chloramines are known to be powerful membrane penetrating oxidants reacting rapidly with the sulphhydryl groups of proteins in the cytoskeleton and extracellular matrix of the endothelial or epithelial barriers. In vitro studies have shown that both hypochlorous acid and chloramines are capable of disorganising the cytoskeleton, causing cell retraction, disruption of cellular junctions, and an almost immediate increase of endothelial or epithelial permeability. Similar changes occur during infection and inflammation when inflammatory cells possessing a myeloperoxidase activity release hypochlorous acid and chloramines, as part of their bactericidal function or to facilitate cell recruitment. These effects are induced by concentrations of hypochlorous acid and monochloramine as low as 10 µM (0.5 mg/l), concentrations similar to those found in pool water. Hypochlorous acid and monochloramine have also been shown to rapidly increase the microvascular permeability of isolated rat lung at concentrations of 50 µM (2.5 mg/l). Concentrations of this magnitude are quite conceivable within the epithelial lining fluid of a swimmer actively inhaling air of a poorly ventilated pool with accumulation of gases and even mist just above water. These experimental data, in agreement with our observations, thus indicate that levels of oxidants in the air or water of indoor swimming pools can be sufficiently high to affect the integrity of the lung epithelium.

Concerning the clinical significance of these effects, our attention was drawn in both the chronic and acute studies by the positive correlations emerging between lung epithelium markers and serum IgE which is presently regarded as the principal risk factor for the development of childhood asthma. The concentration of serum IgE was indeed inversely related to that of serum CC16, an observation consistent with previous data suggesting that CC16 may be involved in the development of asthma. By contrast, serum IgE was positively correlated with lung hyperpermeability, as assessed by serum SP-B or SP-B/CC16, which are the markers showing the best exposure-response relations with pool attendance in both the chronic and the acute study. These observations suggest that the increased epithelial permeability caused by chlorination products might predispose children to the development of asthma. To test this hypothesis, we retrospectively analysed data from an asthma survey which was
conducted between 1996 and 1999 on a cohort of 1881 children from 15 primary schools with kindergartens in Brussels. Asthma was screened by measuring the post-exercise fall in PEF, a reliable and frequently used indicator in field studies on asthma prevalence, especially in community groups with cultural and socioeconomic disparities.10–12 We calculated the prevalence of children with a 10% or more reduction of PEF, a sensitive indicator that we completed with the prevalence of children negative in this test but taking medication for asthma as reported in the questionnaire. We also calculated the prevalence of children with a 15% reduction of PEF, a more specific and predictive indicator of clinical asthma.13 Indices of cumulated pool attendance were constructed to take into account the possible influence of age of the children and height of the pool hall, and to detect possible interactions with other risk factors, in particular exposure to pets and ETS. In the absence of historical data on levels of NCl, the pool hall height was used as a surrogate estimate of the air quality inside the pool. Associations between all these pool attendance indices and the three indicators of asthma prevalence (total asthma, PEF10, and PEF15) were the strongest when the children were the youngest, which is consistent with the early onset of childhood asthma and also with the fact that exposure levels of children to chlorination products presumably peak during swimming training. Adjustment for height of the pool hall reinforced associations between the three indicators of asthma and pool attendance, supporting the hypothesis of causality, since pool hall height can of course only influence air quality inside the pool. A very strong argument in favour of causality comes from the synergistic action of exposure to pets and ETS, two well documented risk factors for asthma, which together considerably increase the strength of the associations, to levels largely above those usually observed in asthma epidemiology.

The hypothesis that exposure to chlorination products in indoor pools may promote the development of asthma may appear paradoxical since swimming in the hot and humid air of an indoor pool is recognised as having a low asthmagenicity in comparison with other physical activities. However, no long term prospective study has been conducted to weigh the beneficial effects of swimming against the possible deleterious effects of excessive exposure to chlorination products. The few studies published on this topic tend, on the contrary, to support our hypothesis, since they report unusually high prevalences of asthma and bronchial hyperresponsiveness in elite swimmers compared to other athletes, a finding that the authors ascribe more to exposure to irritants than to a selection bias, because this activity is well tolerated by asthmatics.34–35 Case reports also sporadically appear relating the development or worsening of asthma to the irritant effects of chlorine based disinfectants.36–40 Our hypothesis is also consistent with the bulk of epidemiological data identifying exposure to irritants as a risk factor for the development of bronchial hyperactivity and asthma in children and in occupationally exposed populations.41 Exposure to chlorine based disinfectants has also been reported as a risk factor for bronchial hyperactivity and the development of asthma-like symptoms in pig farmers.42 A basic mechanism underlying all these associations could be a repeated or chronic disruption of the lung epithelial barrier facilitating the penetration of allergens in the lung, while entailing a loss of lung secretory proteins (for example, CC16) as a result of their leakage across the airway epithelium more readily.43–44 In conclusion, the present study indicates that there is a need to conduct epidemiological studies to verify if the increasing chlorinated pool attendance, especially by young children, could not be an important westernisation associated factor involved in the rising incidence of childhood asthma and allergic diseases in most industrialised countries. In the meantime, because of the lack of data on the potential health risks of chloramines and other chlorination products in indoor pools,41 the question needs to be raised as to whether it would not be prudent in the future to move towards non-chlorine based disinfectants, or at least to reinforce water and air quality control in indoor pools (bathers' hygiene, hall ventilation, water renewal, etc) in order to minimise exposure to these reactive chemicals.
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Drink driving will remain the leading criminal cause of death and a leading cause of injury in Canada, unless the blood alcohol limit for driving under federal law is lowered to 0.05%. Canadian lawyers argue.

Every year drink driving costs the country $1.5–10bn. A federal law dating back to 1969 set the legal blood alcohol concentration (BAC) for driving at 0.08%—the 0.08% Criminal Code. In 1999 parliament rejected petitions for a 0.05 limit, for lack of supporting scientific evidence and expert agreement and for imagined enforcement difficulties.

Such arguments are ill founded, say the lawyers. A wealth of scientific evidence displays how alcohol diminishes key driving skills at BACs <0.05%. A 0.05% enforced limit in many countries has become an acknowledged deterrent with fewer alcohol fuelled crashes, deaths, and injuries. Supposed difficulties enforcing a lower limit are questionable too, with inflated resource estimates, underestimated cost savings, and overstated practical problems administering the system.

Some dismiss a 0.05% Criminal Code offence as unnecessary and unworkable when provincial and territorial laws enforcing a 0.05% BAC already exist. Driving with a BAC>0.05% is not illegal under these laws, however, and they cannot have the same deterrence value as a federal offence carrying a fine, driving ban, and a criminal record. Neither would a 0.05% Criminal Code conflict with provincial laws because the threshold for charging drivers under federal law would be pitched around 0.07% BAC.

In 2001 Canada’s federal government pledged to make its roads the safest anywhere. How it can do so remains to be seen.

Canadian lawyers argue for law reform on drink driving